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São Paulo, November 16, 2020 – Banco Bmg S.A. (B3: BMGB4) (“Bmg” or “Bank”) announces its consolidated results 

for the period ended on September 30, 2020.  

Bmg's operational and financial information, except if otherwise indicated, are presented based on consolidated numbers 

and on Brazilian reais, in accordance to the rules adopted in Brazil applicable to institutions authorized to operate by the 

Central Bank of Brazil (Bacen GAAP) and reviewed by PwC - independent auditors. 

 
 

HIGHLIGHTS 

• For Bmg, transformation is a constant and serious commitment. It goes beyond digital 

processes, methods and tools. Our commitment is centered on people and their needs, which 

is why we continue to build a complete, agile, technological, and, above all, human bank. 

We have expanded our public by offering new solutions, remaining firm in our mission to 

popularize financial services in Brazil;   

• In September 2020, we reached 4.8 million active customers, a record growth of 25.2% in 

the last 12 months, with 5,500 new customers per business day in 3Q20; 

• We tripled the number of accounts in the last 12 months, reaching 1.9 million digital 

accounts, opening a record number of 7.6 thousand accounts per business day in the 

third quarter; 

• In view of social isolation, we quickly adapted and resumed the pace of growth in credit 

origination, reaching above pre-pandemic levels; 

• We launched a marketplace of credit in partnership with Creditas to offer loans based on real 

estate and vehicle collateral; 

• We entered into partnerships with the main apps, including Uber, Netflix, Spotify, Ifood 

and 99, to make purchases using the Bmg debit card, allowing greater financial and digital 

inclusion; 

• Customers have shown a greater propensity to use remote channels, reaching 885 thousand 

registered clients to use self-service via WhatsApp in September 2020, with a customer 

satisfaction index of 94% and demand retention via bot of around 90%; 

• We improved the way we relate to customers and launched a humanized and dynamic IVR 

in our call centers using speech analytics. In this way, we are able to automate processes, 

anticipate the needs of our customers, ensure constant improvement and create new business 

opportunities; 
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• Our credit store franchise, help!, received a 5-star rating in the ranking of the best 

franchises in Brazil by Pequenas Empresas & Grandes Negócios magazine and resumed its 

expansion plan, ending the quarter with 833 help! stores; 

• With the strategy focused on consumer financing, the retail portfolio reached R$ 11,278 

million, representing 24.9% growth over the last 12 months; 

• Recurring Net Income in the first nine months of 2020 was R$ 285 million, an increase of 

5.4% compared to 9M19. In 3Q20, Recurring Net Income totaled R$ 87 million. In addition, 

the Bank recognized extraordinary income of R$ 29 million net of taxes related to the payment 

of fixed amount of the sale of 40% of CMG Corretora de Seguros to Wiz;  

• The Return on Recurring Average  Shareholders' Equity in the first nine months of 2020 

was 9.9% p.a., and 9.1% p.a. in 3Q20; 

• The Net Interest Margin reinforces credit operation resilience and was 24.9% p.a. in the 

first nine months of 2020, equivalent to R$ 2,821 million, an increase of 34.2% in comparison 

to the previous year; 

• Shareholders' Equity ended September 30, 2020 with a balance of R$ 4,062 million and 

the Basel Ratio reached 19.2%. 
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MAIN INDICATORS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Financial Indicators (% | R$ Million) 3Q20 2Q20 3Q/2Q (%) 3Q19 3Q/3Q (%) 9M20 9M19 
9M/9M 

(%) 
Net Income - Recurring1 87 101 -13.0% 88 -0.4% 285 270 5.4% 

ROAE - Recurring1 9.1% 10.7% -1.6 p.p 14.6% -5.5 p.p 9.9% 14.7% -4.8 p.p 

ROAA - Recurring 1 1.5% 1.9% -0.4 p.p 2.0% -0.5 p.p 1.8% 2.1% -0.3 p.p 

Net Interest Margin 1 2 950 1.007 -5.7% 766 24.1% 2,821 2,102 34.2% 

Net Interest Margin 1 3 24.3% 28.8% -4.5 p.p 25.1% -0.8 p.p 24.9% 22.3% 2.6 p.p 

Efficiency Ratio 1 4 52.3% 48.7% 3.6 p.p 53.7% -1.4 p.p 52.2% 52.3% -0.1 p.p 

NPL 5 – E-H Portfolio 5.8% 5.9% -0.1 p.p 5.6% 0.2 p.p 5.8% 5.6% 0.2 p.p 

Coverage Ratio 6 117.6% 113.2% 4.4 p.p 110.6% 7.0 p.p 117.6% 110.6% 7.0 p.p 

Basel Ratio 19.2% 19.8% -0.6 p.p 13.8% 5.4 p.p 19.2% 13.8% 5.4 p.p 

   Tier I 19.1% 19.7% -0.6 p.p 13.8% 5.3 p.p 19.1% 13.8% 5.3 p.p 

   Tier II 0.1% 0.1% 0.0 p.p 0.0% 0.1 p.p 0.1% 0.0% 0.1 p.p 

Number of active clients (million) 7 4.8 4.5 8.0% 3.9 25.2% 4.8 3.9 25.2% 

Number of digital accounts (million) 1.9 1.4 36.6% 0.6 203.3% 1.9 0.6 203.3% 

help! stores 833 822 1.3% 732 13.8% 833 732 13.8% 

Net Income - Accounting 97 81 19.9% 66 46.2% 253 205 23.3% 

               

Balance Sheet (R$ Million) 3Q20 2Q20 3Q/2Q (%) 3Q19 3Q/3Q (%)    

Total Credit Portfolio 13,064 12,497 4.5% 10,814 20.8%    

Retail Portfolio 8 11,278 10,670 5.7% 9,032 24.9%    

Wholesale Portfolio 9 1,704 1,724 -1.2% 1,573 8.3%    

Run off Portfolio 10 83 103 -19.1% 209 -60.1%    

Total Cash 11 4,346 3,718 16.9% 2,793 55.6%    

Total Assets 25,123 22,528 11.5% 18,045 39.2%    

Shareholders' Equity 4,062 4,036 0.6% 2,733 48.6%    

Market Funding 15,656 14,360 9.0% 13,217 18.5%    

1) Recurring Net Income and ROAE, excluding the effects of goodwill and other non-recurring events, see “Managerial Income Statement”. 

2) Refers to the Banking Product, composed of the financial interest margin and income from services rendered. 

3) Methodology: recurring net financial margin / average revenue generating assets and annualized exponentiation 

4) Methodology: Personnel Expenses + Other Administrative Expenses (doesn't consider amortization) + Other Operating Expenses (net from 

operating income) / Gross Profit from Financial Intermediation before allowance for loan losses + Income from Services Rendered + Tax Expenses 

5) Methodology: Portfolio classified by E-H/Total Portfolio, including overdue plus falling due installments.  

6) Methodology: Credit provision balance / operations overdue for more than 90 days (considering overdue installments plus falling due). 

7) Methodology: Clients with a balance in the portfolio or card issuance/ purchases in the last 12 months. 

8) The retail portfolio includes payroll credit card, payroll loan, personal credit and retail companies. 

9) The wholesale portfolio includes structured Operations and companies. 

10) The run off portfolio includes the legacy payroll loan, Lendico, vehicles and home equity loan. 

11) Cash and cash equivalents plus government securities accounted for in marketable securities, excluding transactions subject to buyback with a 

corresponding entry to liabilities. 
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

Financial Margin 

The financial margin adjusted to the cost of credit totaled R$ 1,765 million in the first nine months of 2020, 

representing an increase of 30.5% in comparison with the same period of the previous year. In 3Q20, the 

margin was R$ 568 million, a decrease of 11.0% in relation to the immediately previous quarter and growth 

of 16.7% in relation to 3Q19. The financial margin has been increasing due to the growth of the credit portfolio, 

the change in the product mix, with retail increasing in importance, and the reduction of the average cost of 

funds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 - Annualized indicators via exponentiation | 2 - Annualized indicators via multiplication. 

 

The decrease in the net margin in financial volume was expected for this quarter due to the non-recurring 

effects disclosed in the last earnings release and highlighted below. However, the financial margin's annual 

rate declined more sharply, due to the Bank's strategy of increasing its cash position and, consequently, the 

average interest-earnings assets, aiming at growth of the portfolio in the short-term and the natural hedge 

detailed below. 

The average rate (credit operations/average portfolio), as expected, decreased in the last two quarters, in line 

with the reduction in the maximum interest rate of the payroll credit card that started to impact the portfolio 

as of April 2020, and the positive reversal reported last quarter did not occur in this quarter. In addition, the 

average rate should continue to be impacted by the higher share of the payroll loan in the Bank's total portfolio.  

Financial Margin (R$ Million | % p.a.) 3Q20 2Q20 
3Q/2Q 

(%) 
3Q19 

3Q/3Q 

(%) 
9M20 9M19 

9M/9M 

(%) 

Banking product and treasury (a) 950 1,007 -5.7% 766 24.1% 2,821 2,102 34.2% 

Financial interest margin 923 984 -6.2% 754 22.3% 2,749 2,072 32.7% 

Credit operations (b) 1,101 1,107 -0.5% 1,004 9.7% 3,281 2,830 16.0% 

Marketable securities transactions 70 52 34.3% 48 47.3% 152 163 -6.9% 

Funding expenses and derivatives (c) (249) (175) 42.3% (297) -16.2% (684) (921) -25.7% 

Income from service rendered 27 23 16.6% 11 143.4% 72 30 141.4% 

Income from service rendered  10 12 -18.8% 11 -14.3% 33 30 12.0% 

Securitization 18 11 52.9% 0 n/a 39 0 n/a 

Cost of credit (d) (381) (369) 3.4% (279) 36.8% (1,056) (749) 40.9% 

Provision expenses net of recovery (e) (209) (195) 7.0% (129) 61.3% (552) (347) 58.9% 

Expenses with agents’ commissions (f) (173) (174) -0.6% (149) 15.7% (504) (402) 25.3% 

Margin adjusted to the cost of credit (a+d) 568 638 -11.0% 487 16.7% 1,765 1,353 30.5% 

                 

Net interest margin (a/g)1 24.3% 28.8% -4.5 p.p 25.1% -0.8 p.p 24.9% 22.3% 2.6 p.p 

NIM adjusted to the cost of credit (a+d/g)1 14.1% 17.6% -3.5 p.p 15.5% -1.4 p.p 15.4% 14.3% 1.1 p.p 

Credit operations/ average portfolio (b/h)1 39.2% 41.9% -2.7 p.p 43.9% -4.7 p.p 37.4% 39.0% -1.6 p.p 

Funding expenses/ average funding (c/j) 1 -6.1% -4.7% -1.4 p.p -8.8% 2.7 p.p -6.2% -9.6% 3.4 p.p 

Net provision expenses/ average portfolio (e/h) 2 -6.5% -6.4% -0.1 p.p -4.9% -1.6 p.p -6.0% -4.6% -1.4 p.p 

Commissions expenses/ average portfolio (f/i) 2 -6.9% -7.3% 0.4 p.p -7.2% 0.3 p.p -7.0% -6.7% -0.3 p.p 

                 

Average interest-earning assets (g) 16,970 15,442 9.9% 13,296 27.6% 15,562 12,871 20.9% 

Average portfolio (h) 12,781 12,108 5.6% 10,537 21.3% 12,184 10,110 20.5% 

Average commissionable portfolio (i) 10,060 9,543 5.4% 8,357 20.4% 9,608 8,032 19.6% 

Average funding balance (j) 16,060 14,559 10.3% 12,984 23.7% 14,559 12,639 15.2% 
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The increase in marketable securities transactions (TVM) revenue is due to the increase in the Bank's total 

cash position, which ended the quarter at R$ 4.3 billion, due to the Bank's strategy of raising its cash position, 

aiming at portfolio growth in the short term, and to dismantle its derivative positions for the purposes of IPCA 

hedging and replace it with a natural hedge through the acquisition of NTN-Bs. Also, with this strategy, in the 

second and third quarters of the year, the Bank monetized a gain from the sale of government bonds, leading 

to higher TVM revenues that should not be repeated in the coming quarters.  

Over the past quarters, the Bank has been reducing its average cost of funding due to improved risk perception 

and the reduction in the prime interest rate. As disclosed in the last quarter, in 2Q20 this reduction was 

intensified with the deflation of the IPCA in April and May 2020, not expected to be repeated in recurring 

terms. 

Revenue from services rendered mainly is composed of interchange revenues from the use of payroll credit 

cards for purchases.  

Securitization revenues totaled R$ 18 million in the quarter and are derived from the net result of credit 

assignments without retention of risks and benefits realized in the period as well as the fee related to the 

service of the assigned portfolio. For more information, see “Payroll Loan.” 

Provision expenses net of recovery rose in the quarter, mainly due to the direct and indirect effect of the 

pandemic. Overdue over 30 days decreased in the quarter, indicating that the default rate had reached its 

maximum level.  

In this quarter, commission expenses remained stable, but maintained their growth trend in line with the 

growth in credit operations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

766 
839 864 

1,007
950 

487 
538 559 

638 
568 

3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20

NIM NIM adjusted to the cost of credit

Financial Margin Evolution (R$ Million) 
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Other operating income and expenses 

In the first nine months of 2020, other operating expenses, net of other operating revenues, increased by 

35.9% compared to the same period of 2019. In the third quarter, expenses decreased 0.5% compared to the 

immediately preceding quarter and rose 22.3% compared to 3Q19.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

As part of the modernization process for the transformation of the Bank and implementation of the PHYGITAL 

strategy, Bmg invested in the development of internal projects linked to its businesses, especially in 

digitalization, quality, resumption of payroll loans and retail companies operations. As a result, the Bank 

oxygenated its staff and invested in hiring new talents, ramped up its marketing investments, contracted 

systems and brought in consultancy and service providers to assist in specific situations. Given the new 

scenario, the Bank reprioritized projects and anticipated some investments for digitizing the organization, 

accelerating its PHYGITAL strategy. 

The Bank is dedicated to ensuring an efficient cost structure, avoiding natural costs arising from the expansion 

process. As a result, it was able to reduce the pace of growth in expenses, enhancing efficiency. 

Personnel expenses  

In alignment with its modernization plan, Bmg continues to boost its workforce through multidisciplinary 

teams, but at a slower pace than in previous quarters. Thus, Bmg has over 1,000 employees, considered a 

structure compatible with its strategic plan.  

Administrative expenses  

The main administrative expenses are: (i) specialized technical services, which include law firms handling 

lawsuits, consultancy and audit services; (ii) marketing; (iii) third-party services, which include call center and 

card processor expenses; and (iv) data processing, involving rental and maintenance expenses for software 

used in the Bank's operations. 

In the quarter, administrative expenses grew at a slower pace, already reflecting the cost management process 

the Bank has been implementing. The main increase in the quarter was due to reinforcement of its marketing 

program related to the disclosure of the Bank's new strategic positioning and specialized services.  

 

 

 

Other operating income and expenses (R$ 

Million) 
3Q20 2Q20 

3Q/2Q 

(%) 
3Q19 

3Q/3Q 

(%) 
9M20 9M19 

9M/9M 

(%) 

Other operating income and expenses (422) (424) -0.5% (345) 22.3% (1,260) (927) 35.9% 

Personnel expenses (65) (64) 0.6% (46) 41.2% (191) (137) 39.7% 

Other administrative expenses (198) (196) 1.0% (169) 17.2% (585) (456) 28.2% 

Tax expenses (33) (36) -8.2% (31) 8.6% (105) (81) 29.5% 

Net other operating income/ expense (126) (127) -1.2% (99) 26.7% (379) (253) 49.7% 

     Operational provision expenses (93) (88) 5.6% (90) 3.7% (266) (195) 36.4% 
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Other net operating income/ expenses  

Within the net other operating income/expenses, Bmg's main item is the expenses and reversals of the 

operating provisions line. The main contingencies presented are mass civil lawsuits. 

The Bank continues to act proactively on two strategic fronts: mitigating the filing of new specific projects 

involving legal matters. Acting on the root cause, the Bank has made advances through a multifunctional 

(extralegal) group that handles various initiatives designed to improve origination quality. Within this strategy, 

the Bank progressed its program to implement digitized formalizations. These operations already represented 

about 90% of the period's origination in September 2020, leading to higher security in the origination process, 

mitigating potential lawsuits. Also as part of this strategy, as of October 2020, 100% of the payroll credit card 

operations began to be formalized digitally.  

Among the measures adopted previously, the following are particularly notable: (i) a consent form, wherein 

the client agrees with the main characteristics of the payroll card product; (ii) meritocratic alignment with the 

sales channels; (iii) periodic visits to the Judiciary to clarify the product; (iv) use of artificial intelligence to 

monitor ongoing cases and (v) the activities of the aggressor lawyers and policies regarding the negotiation 

of values based on predictive models. In addition, the Self-Regulation that goes into effect as of October 2020 

(see “Self-Regulation”) tends to be well regarded by the courts, making the filing of lawsuits more difficult for 

offender lawyers. 

The mass civil lawsuits are provisioned at the time the lawsuit is filed against the Bank. For such provision, 

the Bank uses as a parameter the average ticket per product and per geographic region of the resolution of 

processes in the last 12 months. The average ticket is updated monthly, according to the aforementioned 

methodology, and the calculated value is also applied to the pending lawsuits in the balance. 

In addition, the Bank has other civil, labor and tax contingencies. All lawsuits are classified based upon the 

opinion of the legal advisors and management, using the probability of loss: from probable (provisioned in the 

balance sheet based on the amounts involved), possible (only disclosed in an explanatory note), and remote 

(requires neither provision nor disclosure). 

Other important expense lines are: (i) intervening in transfers of funds that represent the fee paid to consignee 

entities for processing the transfer files of payroll products, (ii) tariffs that substantially represent the fees 

paid to other banks under the current account debit agreement and expenses with the card brand, and (iii) 

collection charges.    

Tax expenses  

Refer mainly to PIS and Cofins taxes and are related to the financial margin. 
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Operating efficiency index 

In the first nine months of 2020, the efficiency ratio was 52.2%, an improvement of 0.1 p.p. compared to the 

same period in 2019. In the third quarter, the efficiency ratio reached 52.3%, an increase of 3.6 p.p. in relation 

to the immediately previous quarter and an improvement of 1.4 p.p. compared to 3Q19.  

 

 

Methodology: Personnel Expenses + Other Administrative Expenses (doesn't consider amortization) + Other Operating Expenses (net from 

operating income)/ Gross Profit from Financial Intermediation before allowance for loan losses + Income from Services Rendered + Tax 

Expenses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results of subsidiaries 

Bmg has eleven direct subsidiaries and two indirect subsidiaries, as can be seen in the following corporate 

structure chart:  

 

Operating efficiency ratio (%) 3Q20 2Q20 
3Q/2Q 

(%) 
3Q19 

3Q/3Q 

(%) 
9M20 9M19 

9M/9M 

(%) 

Efficiency Ratio 52.3% 48.7% 3.6 p.p 53.7% -1.4 p.p 52.2% 52.3% -0.1 p.p 

 

Efficiency Ratio Evolution (%) 

  

53.7%
59.5% 56.3%

48.7%
52.3%

3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20
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Companies highlighted in orange are consolidated in the Bank's financial statements and companies in gray 

are recognized in the accounting statements using the equity equivalence method. Below are the results 

presented by each of them: 

 

 

 

 

 

CBFácil Corretora - company responsible for managing the concept stores and for executing part of the 

expansion plan for help! stores. CBFácil has 298 help! stores, recently opened. In 2020, the expectation of 

opening fewer stores and the maturation of existing stores will attenuate investments, mitigating the losses 

presented. With the resumption of the economy, CBFácil should transfer part of its stores to franchisees. In 

1Q20, a capital increase of R$ 1 billion was carried out for tax efficiency improvement purposes.  

Furthermore, it is the parent company of CMG Corretora, a mass insurance underwriter in partnership with 

Generali that is responsible for receiving the brokerage commissions. According to the Material Fact released 

on August 6, 2020, Wiz acquired 40% of CMG Corretora's share capital, generating a revenue of R$ 44.8 

million in 3Q20 (R$ 29 million revenue net of taxes) referring to the Fixed Payment Amount. Such revenue 

was not considered in the figures in the table above or in the recurring result for the period. According to the 

Notice to the Market published on November 3, 2020, with the fulfillment of all suspensive conditions, the 

transaction was concluded, and all the final contracts were signed.  

Help! Franchising - franchisor of the help! chain of stores, responsible for ensuring the quality and 

standardization of services within the stores.  

Granito – acquirer with differentiated technology focused on electronic means of payment. The company is 

in the investment phase to allow the expansion of its operations.   

Bmg Participações em Negócios - parent company of Bmg Seguros, which operates in the guarantee 

insurance segment.   

 

Profitability 

Based on the results presented above, recurring net income reached R$ 285 million in the first nine months 

of the year, an increase of 5.4% compared to the previous year. In 3Q20, recurring net income was R$ 87 

million, down 13.0% in the quarter and 0.4% compared to the same period last year. Even with the reduction 

reported, the Bank's results have been resilient in view of the current macroeconomic scenario. 

 

 

 

Equity equivalence (R$ Million) 3Q20 2Q20 
3Q/2Q 

(%) 
3Q19 

3Q/3Q 
(%) 

9M20 9M19 
9M/9M 

(%) 

Equity equivalence (12) (4) 203.3% (8) 125.1% (28) (19) 44.8% 

CBFácil Corretora de Seguros e Negócios Ltda.  (6) (4) 49.7% (10) 104.7% (21) (21) 0.7% 

Help Franchising Participações Ltda. 1 0 n/a 1 n/a 3 0 n/a 

Granito Soluções em Pagamentos S.A. (7) (5) 26.5% 0 11.2% (14) (1) n/a 

BMG Participações em Negócios Ltda.  (1) 5 -129.4% 1 -337.5% 4 1 475.8% 

ME Promotora de vendas Ltda. 0 (0) n/a 1 n/a 0 1 n/a 

BMG Soluções Eletrônicas Ltda. 0 (0) n/a 0 n/a 0 (0) n/a 
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STRATEGY AND PRODUCTS 

Client Centricity 

Product development and delivery, as well as distribution 

channels, are designed on the basis of the needs of the 

clients over their full life cycle. And by listening to our 

customers, we are no longer a niche bank – specializing 

in payroll loans – but rather now have become a 

Complete Bank, abiding by our mission of popularizing 

financial services in Brazil. 

With a complete range of products and services and 

with Phygital's way of acting, we are ready to serve our 

customers wherever and whenever they need. 

Customers eligible for payroll products currently represent the Bank's largest active customer base, usually 

beginning their relationship through the payroll credit card, one of the most democratic means of payment 

in the country linked to the market's lowest available interest rates. Through the payroll credit card, we 

promote financial and digital inclusion in a sustainable and secure manner. 

For individual open-waters customers (those who do not have a consignable profile), we have a unique 

value proposition – the positive account concept. These already represent the majority of new customers 

who opened accounts with the Bank in the last quarter. This group is highly fami liar with the digital world, 

choosing this as their main channel of interaction with the Bank.   

For micro and small companies, the Bank recently launched a digital bank that fully meets the needs of the 

largest entrepreneurial force in the country.   

For all audiences, Bmg offers a complete bank, including checking account services, credit products, 

insurance, investments, marketplace and a number of benefits.  

 

 

Recurring Net Income (R$ Million)                       Recurring ROAE (% p.a.) and Basel 

 

88

74

97 101

87

3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20

Recurring Net Income

26

 

13.8%

22.5%
19.9% 19.8%

19.2%

14.6%

9.6% 10.5% 10.7%
9.1%

3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20

Basel Recurring ROAE

Sale %    
Bmg Seguros 

29 

Sale % CMG 
Corretora 
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The value proposition is based on the Positive Account concept. We want our clients to learn how to save 

and be able to earn money using the Bank's services. Within this proposal, Bmg offers: 

• Poupa pra Mim (Save for Me): a simpler way to save money, in which transaction values are rounded 

up and automatically saved in a virtual piggy bank and converted into investment. According to a 

survey conducted in May 2020, 46% of clients had not been savers before signing up for the Poupa 

pra Mim account and indicated 83% satisfaction with the program.  

• Volta pra Mim (Back to Me): cashback program in which clients get part of their purchase amounts 

using the Bmg debit or credit cards returned into the account, which can be redeemed or invested in 

a time deposit.  

• Indicou, Ganhou (Recommended, Won): a client referral program in wherein customers recommend 

Bmg’s digital bank to friends and receive a commission for each product purchased. 

• Marketplace of products: discounts on various products and stores. In addition to the discount, the 

client also earns cashback when using our cards. We are redesigning our marketplace experience, 

which is about to be launched. 

In line with the Bank's mission, in April 2020 we launched the specialized blog, "Conta Especialista" 

(https://www.contaespecialista.com.br/), featuring communication and learning focused on financial 

education and market topics. Another Bmg initiative was organized in May and June 2020: a 100% digital 

"Hackathon" based on the challenge of developing solutions for Bmg to assist its clients regarding financial 

education and how to fulfill their dreams. The three-day event attracted over 450 entries from a number of 

cities and countries; 46 ideas were generated and there were three winning teams. 

This multi-product business model for different stages of the client's life cycle helps Bmg maintain low 

volatility regarding results over the country's economic cycles, leading to sustainable decisions in an 

uncertain market.  

In 3Q20, we presented a record growth with 5.5 thousand new customers per business day, 75% of whom 

with an open-water profile and 25% consignable. We reached 4.8 million customers with active products, 

an increase of 25.2% over the last 12 months.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are growing profitably and, as a result of the high engagement, in September 2020 the cross-selling index 

reached the mark of an average consumption of 1.82 products per client, compared to 1.76 in 2Q20. This 

indicator encompasses only products and services that generate revenues. 
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We changed the way we interact with clients and launched a Humanized and dynamic IVR in our call centers, 

through which we were able to automate processes, anticipate the needs of our clients and create new business 

opportunities. The new IVR features Duda, our virtual specialist, to understand and assist our clients in their 

needs. We recognize our customers by their phone number or when entering their tax identification number 

(CPF). Thereafter, all interaction can be performed by voice recognition based on menus and dynamic offers 

according to each client's profile and the products they have contracted. To ensure the constant evolution of 

this channel, we make use of the most advanced speech analytics technology, which permits the analysis of 

recorded calls to measure service quality and client satisfaction. In three months of operation, the new IVR 

led to an increase of 10 p.p. in productive retention (requests that are solved exclusively by the IVR and do 

not need to pass to human service), a tripling of the credit opportunities and a 6x increase in the incentive to 

use digital channels (digital bank and WhatsApp). 

 Clients have been more likely to use digital channels, 

so we offer the option of using WhatsApp, which 

allows for more dynamic and immediate self-service. 

There are 885 thousand clients registered on 

WhatsApp in 3Q20, with a retention rate at about 

90% and service satisfaction of 94%. 

 

 

PHYGITAL - Relationship anytime, anywhere 

Bmg believes that to be present in the lives of its clients it must be ready to help whenever they require it, 

regardless of the channel or type of relationship. Through the learning curve of becoming one of the principal 

consumer financing platforms in Brazil, we developed the concept of complementarity of channels, offering 

clients the best between the physical and digital worlds, the first and only PHYGITAL bank.  

This concept has a high adherence with clients displaying a consignable profile and consists of an alignment 

of interests of franchisees and bank correspondents (physical channels) with the digital bank. The physical 

channels focus on bringing in new clients and helping them open a digital account, with the relationships 

forming through that channel thereafter.  Bmg guarantees a meritocratic alignment, maintaining remuneration 

for the physical channel on all the products that the client purchases throughout his or her relationship cycle 

with the Bank.  

With in-depth understanding of its client profile, the digital bank's main 

challenge is to facilitate the experience for existing clients, since they are 

less disposed to use the digital bank and their priority demand is credit and 

means of payment products. For this audience, the digital bank relies on a 

virtual specialist, Duda, who uses voice recognition and artificial intelligence 

to help clients carry out simple and intuitive banking operations from start 

to the end.  
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As a result of this equation, we believe that, substantially, clients with a consignable profile will still make their 

first contact through the physical relationship channels, purchasing a credit product. Then, the clients will 

begin to relate to the digital bank, renewing the existing credit products and purchasing new ones or banking 

services, introducing the bank into this client's daily life. The open-waters profile clients probably will start 

their journey with us directly on the digital channel, taking advantage of all available products and services. 

All of this taken together reduces the CaC (client acquisition cost) and boosts the annual Average Revenue 

Per User (ARPU), generating a more efficient and effective lifetime value.  

 

In view of the pandemic and social isolation scenario, and because Bmg's main relationship channel is still 

physical, Bmg has had to respond quickly to this new scenario. This only was possible due to the transformation 

process that already was underway. Bmg quickly updated its scripts, encouraging remote sales, especially 

with SMS formalization, and speeded up the launch of an application for bank correspondents and franchisees, 

allowing faster and more secure digital formalization. The changes permitted the acceleration of our PHYGITAL 

strategy: in September 2020, 90% of the amount released already was through digitized formalization. 

 

Digital Bank 

Created in October 2018, the digital bank's principle is simple and 

straightforward usability. As part of the PHYGITAL strategy, it has a 

dual mission: to substantially digitize the existing client and offer 

the native digital client all the experience and complete value 

proposition. 
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The digital bank is constantly evolving and since its launch, a number of new products, benefits and functions 

have been implemented. Among the most recent updates, we are highlighting: the launch of the digital bank 

for companies in line with the strategy of offering complete banking services to micro and small businesses; 

partnership with several apps for making purchases using the Bmg debit card, allowing greater financial and 

digital inclusion; marketplace of credit in partnership with Creditas to offer loans based on real estate and 

vehicle collateral, allowing the Bank to meet the credit needs of its clients while improving its creditworthiness; 

implementation of the PIX service that will lead to new credit and collection opportunities; and the new 

experience in the marketplace of products that will be launched next month and completes the client positive 

account strategy. 

In 2020, the bank converged the payroll card consultation app (Bmg Card) and the investment app (Bmg 

Invest) on the digital bank app, reinforcing the offer of products and services to these clients who already 

were Bmg digital clients.  

Complementing this strategy, the Bank developed partnerships through the digital bank's white label, 

combining expertise, reducing client acquisition costs and increasing the client's life time value with the bank.  

In September 2020, Bmg had opened 1,853 thousand digital accounts. All of the Bank's applications combined 

account for approximately 1,480 thousand unique active users who used the applications in September 2020 

(monthly active users).   
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Franchise Network 

 The "help! credit store” is a franchise network, 

specializing in the low-income market financial 

services one-stop shop concept. In three years of 

existence, it was one of the franchises that grew the 

most in 2019, reaching the position of the 24th 

largest franchising operation in Brazil. It is present 

in all Brazilian states and 89% of municipalities with 

over 100,000 inhabitants. 

Because the main need of the customer looking for a help! store is credit, the franchise's culture is to be fair 

to the client, always prioritizing the offer of products at more affordable rates and, when necessary, offering 

emergency credit to help them in a time of financial constraints. 

As a major competitive advantage, the operation is formalized through a complete biometric profile that offers 

greater security in credit quality and mitigates potential fraud and civil contingencies. The biometric profile 

also allows greater ease and security in the service of digital channels, such as the fingerprint reader for ATMs, 

facial biometrics as a strong security key and the voice biometric for service via call center. 

The essence of help! is technology, through the tech-touch model, which during the quarantine period has 

seen most stores operating with closed doors. However, the service continues to work normally via telephone 

with formalization conducted remotely, mainly via SMS messages containing an access link to the full contract. 

Help Franchising, the franchising company, is also focused on franchisee satisfaction and the service quality 

level. In a survey conducted at the end of 2019, franchisees indicated satisfaction with the level of the help! 

perceived quality, of about 85%, practically stable regardless of franchise time of existence, and a loyalty rate 

of 88%. In a survey conducted in June 2020, 97% of help!'s employees indicated they were satisfied with 

their situations, highlighting the workplace environment, job motivation, growth opportunities and 

compensation. Moreover, the franchise has evolved in efficiency and effectiveness with regard to client 

relations, eloquently improving the same store sales indicator.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indicator based on the quarterly evolution of origination of the current account credit product. 
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Bank Correspondents 

Disruptive since the beginning of the payroll loan model in Brazil, Bmg was the first bank to invest and develop 

bank correspondents, believing for over 20 years that the branch model is not very efficient.  

The Bank's competitive advantage in this channel is based on four main underpinnings: (i) a strong brand; (ii) 

close and long-term relationships; (iii) wide variety of products; and (iv) the best proprietary payroll loan 

system in the market.  

 

 

Credit Portfolio Distribution  

The total loan portfolio reached R$ 13,064 million in 3Q20, representing an increase of 4.5% in the quarter 

and 20.8% in twelve months. 

In line with the Bank's strategy, the retail portfolio grew by 24.9% in the last twelve months and already 

represents 86.3% of the total portfolio.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Credit Portfolio (R$ Million) 3Q20 2Q20 
3Q/2Q 

(%) 
3Q19 

3Q/3Q 
(%) 

Retail Portfolio  11,278 10,670 5.7% 9,032 24.9% 

     Payroll Credit Card  8,370 8,174 2.4% 7,754 7.9% 

     Payroll Loan 1,035 838 23.5% 110 839.5% 

     Personal Credit 1,731 1,568 10.4% 1,167 48.3% 

Direct Debit Loan 868 835 4.0% 685 26.8% 

US Payroll 863 733 17.6% 483 78.8% 

  Retail Companies 142 89 59.2% - n/a 

Wholesale Portfolio 1,704 1,724 -1.2% 1,573 8.3% 

     Structured Operations 1,257 1,232 2.0% 1,045 20.3% 

     Companies 446 492 -9.3% 528 -15.5% 

Run off Portfolio1 83 103 -19.1% 209 -60.1% 

Total Credit Portfolio 13,064 12,497 4.5% 10,814 20.8% 

1) The run off portfolio includes the legacy payroll loan, Lendico, vehicles and home equity loan. 
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As the portfolio is mainly retail, the total portfolio is distributed with low customer concentration: 

 

 

 

 

 

Retail Portfolio 

Payroll Credit Card  

The Payroll Credit Card functions as a traditional credit card, but 

distinguished by not charging an annual fee, offering a higher credit limit, 

reduced interest rates and extended payment terms when compared to 

traditional credit cards. The main difference is that the minimum invoice 

amount is deducted directly from the payroll and the limit is 100% 

consignable. 

The Bmg client, besides being a borrower, has a consumer profile based on the client's life cycle. The payroll 

credit card is the consumer product with the second lowest interest rate in Brazil (behind only the payroll 

loan). Increasingly more clients are using the card for purchases, especially for digital services. Thus, Bmg 

meets the client's need not only by offering credit, but also through provision of a means of payment that 

assists in digital financial inclusion.  

As a result, interchange revenues with the card's brand reached R$ 7.6 million in 3Q20, an increase of 19.2% 

in the quarter and 26.8% in 12 months. The card's average revolvency rate is 80% for purchase operations. 

The product's origination has shown to be resilient at the time of the pandemic, driven mainly by purchases, 

reaching record volumes in 3Q20. In the quarter, a monthly average of R$ 340 million in amount released to 

the client was originated, up 13.3% in relation to the previous quarter. In Oct/20, new Self-regulation 

measures came into effect (see detailed information in “Self-regulation”), including a withdrawal restraint of 

up to 70% of the limit. At first, a reduction in withdrawal volumes is expected, offset by an opportunity to 

emphasize the use of the cards as a means of payment for making purchases. In line with Self-regulation and 

designed to give the product greater transparency and security, Bmg chose to start its origination in a 100% 

digitalized manner.  

 

Customer concentration R$ Million % Portfolio 

10 largest clients 524 4.0% 

50 largest clients 1,163 8.9% 

100 largest clients 1,442 11.0% 
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The payroll credit card portfolio's reached R$ 8,370 million on September 30, 2020, representing na increase 

of 7.9% over the same period of the previous year and 2.4% compared to 2Q20. Regarding the portfolio, 

85.1% is concentrated on Social Security (INSS) retirees and pensioners and federal government employees.  

The main loss offenders are similar for both payroll products: loans and cards. However, the card's payroll 

margin is subordinated to the payroll loan’s margin, and thus more clearly reflects the product's technical 

provision. The delinquency rate rose in the quarter, caused mainly by the pandemic's direct and indirect 

effects. Payments overdue over 30 days declined in the quarter, from 4.1% in 2Q20 to 3.9% in 3Q20, 

indicating that delinquency had reached its maximum level.  

Bmg offers its clients a lender insurance in partnership with Generali. Such insurance reduces the credit cost 

of the portfolio so that the Bank's default rate would have been 4.5% instead of 3.8% in 3Q20 had this 

insurance not been in existence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On March 17, 2020, the National Social Security Council (CNPS) approved the reduction of the maximum 

interest rate of the payroll credit card for INSS retirees and pensioners to 2.7% per month, down from 3% 

per month, which began to impact revenues in April 2020. In addition, on July 22, 2020, the INSS published 

Normative Instruction 107, (i) raising the maximum limit for the payroll credit card to 1.6x the monthly benefit, 

previously at 1.4x, and (ii) reducing the release period for contracting payroll loans to 30 days after the start 

of the benefit (during the public calamity period). 
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Payroll Loan 

As part of its multi-product business model for different needs and stages of the client's life cycle, at the end 

of 3Q19 Bmg resumed its operations in the payroll loan segment, of which it was once the leader. The product 

helps drive the Bank's core product, the payroll credit card, since bank correspondents (main origination 

channel) can streamline the process of offering clients a full range of products in a single system.  

In order to make it possible to resume payroll loan, the 

Bank entered into a partnership with a securitization 

company. Through it, the Bank undertakes to assign 

without substantial risk and benefits retention up to a limit 

of R$ 1.5 billion in payroll loan operations with INSS 

retirees and pensioners. In total, R$ 1,311 million were 

assigned to the securitization company, of which R$ 597 

million in 3Q20, which generated a gross result of R$ 14 

million after expenses linked to the assignment. Bmg 

remains responsible for the management of the assigned 

portfolio, for which it receives a fee of 0.29% per month, 

having recognized revenues of R$ 4 million in 3Q20. 

The origination of payroll loans was heavily impacted in the first months of the year by the beginning of self-

regulation, but showed a strong recovery, helped even more by the increase in the INSS's maximum term. In 

3Q20, a monthly average of R$ 254 million in amount released to the client was originated, up 9.7% in relation 

to the previous quarter. In the fourth quarter, even stronger origination is expected due to the temporary 

increase of the margin by 5%. 

On September 30, 2020, the portfolio's balance closed at R$ 1,035 million, an increase of 23.5% in the quarter 

despite the credit assignments made in the period. Of the portfolio, 75% refers to INSS retirees and pensioners 

and 25% to federal civil servants (Siape).  
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On March 17, 2020, the National Social Security Council (CNPS) approved a reduction in the maximum interest 

rate bearing on payroll loan operations for INSS retirees and pensioners to 1.80% from 2.08% per month. 

This reduction has no impact on Bmg's origination or the conditions of assignment to the securitization 

company, since the rate practiced already was within the new limit. The CNPS also approved the extension of 

the maximum contractual term limit to 84 months, up from 72 months. On July 22, 2020, the INSS published 

Normative Instruction 107 allowing, during the period of public calamity: (i) the granting of a grace period of 

up to 90 days, at the client's discretion, in new operations and for refinancing a payroll loan; and (ii) the 

reduction of the minimum period for granting credit to 30 days after the beginning of the benefit.On October 

2, MP 1,006/20 was published, boosting the payroll loan margin by 5%, going to 35% until December 31, 

2020. 

 

Self-Regulation 

Self-Regulation went into effect in January 2020, created jointly by Febraban and the ABBC, for loan and 

payroll credit card operations. The measures are aimed at making payroll operations more transparent by 

curbing commercial harassment and abusive offers. Among the main measures are: (i) implementation of a 

system to block calls to consumers who do not want to receive offers regarding this product; (ii) structuring 

of a database to monitor complaints about any inappropriate offers; (iii) obligation not to compensate their 

correspondents for portability operations before 360 days, counted as of the product's last contract; and (iv) 

periodic evaluation of the quality of services offered by the correspondents, including educational measures 

and in case of non-compliance, administrative measures.  

In addition, the Self-Regulation policy was revised in order to make the payroll credit card a more robust 

product. Thus, since October 2020, among others, the following measures came into force: (i) withdrawal 

operations will be limited to a maximum of 70% of the limit of the card; (ii) prohibition of withdrawal 

formalization through telephone calls (telewithdrawal); and (iii) mandatory signing of a Consent Form.  

Bmg understands that the measures are positive for the product, being client-centric by offering products 

more transparently and securely, strengthening the formalization of the product and mitigating potential 

complaints. At first, a reduction in withdrawal volumes is expected, offset by an opportunity to emphasize the 

use of the cards as a means of payment for making purchases. 

 

Personal credit - Personal loan through a checking account debit and traditional credit card 

The Direct Debit Loan is an emergency short-term credit line with installments debited from the checking 

account. The product is directly linked to the payroll credit card users and has high cross-selling potential.  

Bmg participated in auctions that allowed it to be a payer of benefits to Social Security (INSS) retirees and 

pensioners as of Jan/14. This fact represents an important competitive advantage for the Bank. It leads to 

higher efficiency when collecting installments, lower default rates and higher cross-selling potential. In 3Q20, 

the clients who receive their benefits through Bmg represented 60% of the loan portfolio and 63% of the 

origination in the period.  
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The Direct Debit Loan origination was the most affected 

during the social isolation period, considering its 100% 

face-to-face and exclusive sales model at the help! 

stores. With the Bank's rapid adaptation to new remote 

formalization formats, product origination has evolved 

rapidly over the months, returning to pre-pandemic 

levels. In 3Q20, a monthly average of R$ 55 million in 

the amount released to the client was originated, an 

increase of 43.7% in relation to the previous quarter, of 

which 53% was formalized remotely.  

The direct debit loan portfolio at September 30, 2020 reached a balance of R$ 868 million, representing an 

increase of 26.8% over the same period of the previous year and an increase of 4.0% compared to 2Q20.  

Moreover, in this portfolio the balance of open credit cards linked to the digital bank, in the amount of R$ 66 

million as of September 30, 2020, also is included, with over 390 thousand active credit cards. 

The product uses the risk-based price concept and, therefore, although the default rate is significant, it is 

adjusted according to its pricing. In 3Q20, the increase in defaults was due exclusively to the decline in the 

portfolio in the period, which still affected the 3Q20 indicator. Payments overdue over 30 days declined in the 

quarter, from 39.0% in 2Q20 to 37.2% in 3Q20, indicating that delinquency had reached its maximum level. 

Also, volatilities within this indicator are intrinsic to the product's characteristics and do not denote either 

improvement or worsening of the quality of the assets. In 3Q20, the volume of renegotiation due to the 

pandemic was equivalent to 0.3% of the product's credit portfolio.  
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Payroll Loan in the United States 

Since 2011, Banco Bmg's shareholders hold the majority stake in a fully licensed consumer finance company 

with office in Florida/USA called "Bmg Money", focused on payroll loans to public sector employees. The 

company operates in 27 U.S. states with a focus on payroll credit for public sector employees, especially in 

lower turnover activities such as hospital, school, police and firefighters. 

This operation is reflected in Banco Bmg through participation agreements entered between Bmg Money and 

Bmg Bank (Cayman) - Banco Bmg's wholly owned subsidiary (as a participant). The participation agreements 

are approved by the Board of Directors and monitored by the risk area, in order to guarantee the agreed 

return on allocated capital. In addition, they are monitored within the scope of the Audit Committee, composed 

of three independent members. 

This portfolio ended 3Q20 with a balance of R$ 863 million, growth of 17.6% in the quarter, due to the 

exchange rate variation in the period and the growth of the portfolio also in dollars. The Bank is not at risk of 

foreign exchange exposure in this portfolio. 

It is noteworthy that the increase in the delinquency rate in the first half mainly was due to the decline of the 

dollar-based portfolio and the mix of products within the portfolio, maintaining the product's profitability. 

Likewise, the reduction in defaults in the period can be partially explained by the growth of the dollar portfolio. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mass Insurance 

In January 2016, through partnership with Generali, Banco Bmg expanded its product range and started to 

offer mass market insurance products to its clients. Bmg offers credit insurance, life insurance and personal 

injury insurance, including funeral, pharmaceutical and residential assistance to its clients.  

In August 2020, a partnership with Wiz was announced, in which it now holds 40% of the capital stock of CMG 

Corretora (indirect subsidiary of Bmg responsible for the sale of mass insurance) and an option to purchase 

another 9% to be exercised in 2024, depending on the meeting of certain targets. The partnership aims to 

offer security products and has the potential to leverage insurance sales already marketed by CMG Corretora, 
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in addition to adding new products and technology to meet the needs of the Bank's clients and relationship 

channels. The operation was concluded on November 3, 2020. 

This business segment has high cross-selling 

potential and in 3Q20 lending insurance showed a 

50% penetration in the payroll credit card portfolio 

mitigating the main offender of loss, which is death. 

In addition, the same credit life product was launched 

for payroll loans, with a penetration of 1.0% of the 

portfolio, representing a strong growth driver. 

In 9M20, R$ 251 million in premiums were 

underwritten, which generated R$ 32 million in 

service revenues net of commission expenses, of 

which R$ 12 million in 3Q20, booked by Bmg via 

equity equivalence through CMG Corretora, an 

indirect subsidiary.  

Additionally, in 9M20 Bmg recognized R$ 9 million in profit share (R$ 3 million in 3Q20) and posted a provision 

expense reduction of R$ 64 million (R$ 28 million in 3Q20), given the main offender of loss of payroll credit 

card is costumer’s death. Thus, the partnership generated a non-interest income for Bmg of R$ 104 million in 

the first nine months of 2020 (R$ 43 million in 3Q20).  

The Bank is convinced that Wiz's entry into the company will increase the product portfolio, expand sales 

channels and, thus, boost Bmg's sources of non-credit income. 

 

 

Means of Payment  

Bmg Granito, an acquirer with differentiated technology 

focused on electronic means of payment, aims to 

develop flexible solutions customized to clients' needs. 

In 2018, the Bank acquired 65% of Bmg Granito with the 

objective of increasing its product portfolio and 

expanding its capillarity. In October 2020, the Bank 

raised its stake to 75% with the injection of new capital 

in order to bolster the company's technological structure 

and strengthen its own distribution channel.  
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This strategy is fundamental for Bmg to operate in a complete retail ecosystem in Brazil: in addition to payment 

solutions, the Bank aims to offer complete banking services for each establishment and their employees. 

To maintain its light asset structure, in June 2020 the Bank launched a digital bank for companies, which 

reached 1.6 thousand open accounts in September 2020, offering Bmg Granito's customers a wide range of 

banking products and services. 

Bmg Granito's results are recognized by Bmg, using the equity equivalence method and in 9M20 it posted a 

loss of R$ 14 million. The company is in the investment phase to allow the expansion of its operations.   

In 9M20, Granito presented a Total Payment Volume (TPV) of R$ 966 million, of which R$ 458 million in 3Q20, 

a take rate of 3.3% and about 26,500 active merchants.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bmg Granito receivables prepayment portfolio with the credit cards brands totaled R$ 142 million in 3Q20, 

compared to R$ 89 million in 2Q20. 

 

 

Whosale Portfolio 

Structured Operations 

The portfolio consists of structured operations with guarantees that mitigate the issuer's risks for bank 

correspondents and franchisees and for soccer clubs.  

The transaction with the banking correspondents and franchisees refers to the anticipation of receivables from 

commissions paid by Bmg over the term of the contracts originated by the correspondents and franchisees. 

The balance was R$ 887 million in 3Q20. 

The operations with soccer clubs derive substantially from early receivables for the television rights. The 

balance was R$ 371 million in 3Q20. 

On September 30, 2020, the portfolio reached a balance of R$ 1,257 million, representing an increase of 

20.3% in relation to the same period of the previous year and of 2.0% compared to 2Q20. 

In 3Q20, the renegotiation volume resulting from the pandemic was equivalent to 0.5% of the commission 

receivables portfolio. In the soccer club portfolio, the volume of renegotiations was 22.6% of 2Q20 portfolio 
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and in 3Q20 reached 4.8% due to the adjustment of payment flows in view of the change in the match schedule 

for the Brazilian national championship tournament.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Companies 

The Companies portfolio consists of financing and of structured financial services for medium and large 

companies, focusing on products with low capital allocation through the derivatives desk that offer to client's 

balance sheet protection. 

On September 30, 2020, the portfolio reached a balance of R$ 446 million, representing a reduction of 15.5% 

compared to the same period of the previous year and 9.3% compared to 2Q20, mainly due to the write-offs 

as losses of credits in default. In addition, Bmg Granito's receivables prepayment portfolio was being allocated 

within Companies and started to be presented separately in "Means of Payment", being relocated retroactively 

to 2Q20. 

Bmg has a diversified portfolio, with an average ticket of R$ 13 million per company and an average maturity 

of 21 months. The main sectors with exposure are: Agribusiness (34%), Services (14%) and Commerce 

(12%). In 3Q20, the volume of renegotiation due to the pandemic was equivalent to 18.6% of the segment's 

credit portfolio. 
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Bmg Seguros 

Created in July 2016, Bmg Seguros is among the largest insurance company in Brazil in the Surety Bond 

segment. It is a subsidiary of Banco Bmg, which result is reflected through indirect equity equivalence.  

In 9M20, R$ 117 million premiums were issued, from which R$ 78 million were retained. In the same period, 

the Insurance Company presented a net income of R$ 7 million.  

On November 29, 2019, the Bank announced to the market that Bmg had entered into a Purchase and Sale 

Agreement in which it undertook to sell 30% of the capital stock of Bmg Seguros, an indirect subsidiary, to 

Generali, having recognized in 4Q19 a gain of R$ 26 million net of taxes.  

 

 

Other Assets 

In addition to the loan portfolio, Bmg has other significant assets, such as: (i) total cash, (ii) tax credits and 

(iii) goodwill. 

 

 

 

 

 

1 - Cash and cash equivalents plus government securities accounted for in marketable securities, excluding transactions subject to buyback 

with a corresponding entry to liabilities. 

 

 

Funding 

Market funding ended 3Q20 with a balance of R$ 15,656 million, an increase of 18.5% in relation to the same 

period of the previous year and 9.0% compared to the previous quarter.  

The Bank works on the diversification of funding, seeking sustainable lines to ensure the best match between 

assets and liabilities. Bmg operates through its own funding structure and about 50 distributors. For retail, 

Bmg seeks to diversify its base and already has about 168,000 direct and indirect investors.  

The Bank has renewed its funding and maintained funding balances via distributors. In August 2020, the 

BMG20 subordinated debt, the last international issue on the Bank's balance sheet, matured. The increase in 

the funding balance in the quarter mainly was due to funding via: Guaranteed Financial Bill (LFG) and Special 

Guarantee Term Deposits (NDPGE). The LFG has the Central Bank itself as counterparty at a rate of Selic + 

0.6% per year, and Bmg has a limit of R$ 3.0 billion, of which R$ 1.8 billion has been used. For the NDPGE, 

the Bank has a funding limit of R$ 2.0 billion, having used R$ 1.5 billion.  

Other assets 3Q20 2Q20 
3Q/2Q 

(%) 
3Q19 

3Q/3Q 

(%) 

Total Cash1 4,346 3,718 16.9% 2,793 55.6% 

Tax Credit 2,762 2,726 1.3% 2,242 23.2% 

Arising from loan provision 1,455 1,439 1.1% 1,157 25.7% 

Other temporary differences 603 580 4.0% 446 35.2% 

Tax loss 704 707 -0.5% 639 10.1% 

Goodwill 132 169 -21.5% 278 -52.3% 
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In July 2020, Bmg entered into an assignment agreement with substantial retention of risks and benefits (with 

co-obligation) for payroll loans, opening a limit of up to R$3 billion, of which R$ 0.4 billion have already been 

used. This assignment has no impact from the point of view of portfolio growth or profitability and assists in 

the management of Bmg's Assets and Liabilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

 

 

 

1- In 1Q20, in counterpart to the capital increase, CBFácil invested the resources in the Bank, of which R$ 600 million was in a Time 

Deposit and R$ 400 million in a Senior Financial Bill. Accordingly, the joint operation had no cash effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Time Deposit
76.8%

Financial Bills
15.9%

Credit 
Assignment and 
Securitization

4.8%

Other
2.5%

Funding (R$ Million) 3Q20 2Q20 3Q/2Q (%) 3Q19 
3Q/3Q 

(%) 

Deposits       12,020        11,118  8.1%       10,056  19.5% 

    Time Deposit        10,466          9,957  5.1%         9,918  5.5% 

    Interbank Deposits              37             275  -86.4%            138  -72.8% 

    NDPGE         1,517             886  71.1%              -    n/a 

External Funding              -               938  -100.0%         1,757  -100.0% 

    Subordinated              -               938  -100.0%         1,757  -100.0% 

Financial Bills         2,486          1,509  64.7%            658  277.7% 

    Senior            542             557  -2.7%            530  2.3% 

    Subordinated              19               19  0.5%              18  4.1% 

    Perpetual            113             112  0.7%            110  3.0% 

    LFG         1,811             820  120.9%              -    n/a 

Securitization            251             283  -11.1%            378  -33.5% 

Credit Assignment            501               95  427.2%            185  170.6% 

LCA & LCI            106             126  -15.5%            130  -18.3% 

Borrowings and Onlendings            291             291  0.1%              53  449.5% 

Market funding 15,656 14,360 9.0% 13,217 18.5% 

   Subsidiaries1         1,053          1,052  0.0%              29  n/a 

Total funding 16,708 15,412 8.4% 13,246 26.1% 

 
 
 
 

Market funding breakdown (%) 
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Assets and Liabilities Management 

In order to maintain proper management of its assets and liabilities, Bmg prioritizes an elongated funding 

structure and, hence, has a positive gap of 4 months, with the duration of its assets at 19 months and liabilities 

at 22 months.  

The asset and liability management strategy adopted by management has proven capable of adhering to the 

stress scenarios, so that the Bank does not to need to lengthen its liabilities during the uncertainty scenario. 

To date, receipt of credit installments has been normal, and the Bank has been able to renew the maturities 

of its liabilities. In addition to the lines disclosed by Bacen, mentioned in "Funding” that provide additional 

liquidity, the Bank also has a securitization agreement for payroll loan operations and with the new credit 

assignment agreement with retention of risks and benefits (described in “Payroll Loan”), addressing much of 

the necessary liquidity. Furthermore, Bmg has expertise and high capacity for securitization of its assets, 

considering that 72% of the credit portfolio refers to payroll products. 

In 3Q20, the Bank opted to dismantle its derivative positions for the purpose of IPCA hedging and replace it 

with a natural hedge with the acquisition of NTN-Bs, consequently increasing its cash position.   

 

 

Shareholders’ Equity 

Shareholders' Equity on September 30, 2020 reached R$ 4,062 million, an increase of 0.6% in relation to the 

previous quarter and 48.6% compared to the same period of the previous year. In 9M20, treasury shares and 

the cancellation of treasury shares reduced the Bank's capital by R$ 107 million, partially mitigated by net 

income in the period.  

On April 6, 2020, Bacen issued Res. 4,797, limiting the payment of interest on shareholders' equity (ISE) or 

dividends to the mandatory minimum established in the Bylaws based on the results or payments to be made 

between the date of the Resolution and September 30, 2020. On May 29, 2020, Bacen issued Res. 4,820, 

revoking the previous one and establishing a payment limitation for the 2020 fiscal year. 

Bmg's strategy is to maximize the payment of the ISE in view of the tax benefits that accrue. In line with 

Resolution 4.820, the provision for ISE in 9M20 was R$ 60 million.  
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Basel Ratio 

According to CMN Resolution 4.193/13 and complementary regulations, financial institutions are obliged to 

maintain shareholder’s equity compatible to the risk level of their assets structure, duly weighted by factors 

that vary from 0% to 1,250% and a minimum ratio of 8.0% of equity in relation to risk-weighted assets plus 

2.5% of additional of main capital conservation (ACP). In accordance with Res. 4.783, from April 1, 2020, the 

ACP became 1.25%, creating a new scale until return to 2.5% on April 1, 2022.  

Banco Bmg's Reference Equity corresponded to 19.2% of the risk-weighted assets at September 30, 2020.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basel Ratio (R$ Million) 3Q20 2Q20 3Q/2Q (%) 3Q19 3Q/3Q (%) 

Reference Equity  3,037       3,026  0.4%      1,685  80.3% 

    Tier I           3,018       3,007  0.4%      1,679  79.7% 

       Main Capital           2,905       2,894  0.4%      1,597  81.9% 

       Complementary Capital              113          112  0.7%           82  37.7% 

    Tier II                19            19  0.5%             5  268.8% 

Risk-Weighted Assets 15,791     15,288  3.3%    12,210  29.3% 

    Credit Risk         14,964     14,492  3.3%    11,452  30.7% 

    Market Risk 4            37  -88.9%           28  -85.7% 

    Operational Risk              823          759  8.4%         729  12.9% 

Basel Ratio 19.2% 19.8% -0.6 p.p 13.8% 5.4 p.p 

 Minimum required by the Central Bank 8.00% 8.00%  8.00%  

 Additional of Main Capital Conservation 1.25% 1.25%  2.50%  

Tier I 19.1% 19.7% -0.6 p.p 13.8% 5.3 p.p 

Minimum required by the Central Bank 6.00% 6.00%  6.00%  

Additional of Main Capital Conservation 1.25% 1.25%  2.50%  

Tier II 0.1% 0.1% 0.0 p.p        0.00  0.1 p.p 

 
 

Shareholder’s Equity (R$ Million) and Basel Ratio (%) 
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BMGB4 

In October 2019, Banco Bmg conducted its initial public offering of shares (IPO) and joined the B3 S.A. - 

Brasil, Bolsa, Balcão stock exchange's Level 1. 

The Bank raised a total of R$ 1,391 million, of which R$ 1,200 million was allocated to the Banks's capital 

stock increase, totaling R$ 1,162 million net of the tax effects deriving from the issue.  

Initially, the offer was made through the distribution of units, consisting of three subscription receipts and one 

preferred share, which on November 26, 2019 were split into four preferred shares (BMGB4).  

On December 10, 2019, the Bank announced a Share Buyback Program authorizing the acquisition of up to 

11,994,003 preferred shares, corresponding to up to 10.0% (ten percent) of the outstanding shares on the 

B3. On March 18, 2020, the Bank announced the cancellation of 11,981,100 own preferred shares held in 

treasury, without reducing the value of the Bank's share capital, acquired through the repurchase program. 

Thus, on the same date, early ended the Share Buyback Program approved at the meeting of the Board of 

Directors on December 10, 2019. 

Also on March 18, 2020, the Bank announced the new Share Buyback Program, authorizing the acquisition of 

up to 10,700,112 own preferred shares, corresponding to up to 10.0% (ten percent) of the outstanding shares 

for holding in treasury, cancellation, replacement in the market or payment of compensation to executives 

under long-term incentive plans. 

On April 6, 2020, Bacen issued Res. 4,797, prohibiting the repurchase of own shares until September 30, 

2020, but allowing exceptionally the repurchase up to the limit of 5%, if authorized by Bacen. This was 

reinforced by Res. 4,820 of May 29, 2020, prohibiting repurchases until December 31, 2020. 

As a result, total shares issued by Bmg is 591,474,531 shares, 68% of which are common and 32% are 

preferred. The Guimarães family owns 81.3% of the total shares. 

On August 24, 2020, the market maker activities began, aiming to promote higher liquidity for the securities 

and in line with the Bank's commitment to investors and the best market trading practices. 

 

RATINGS 
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ANNEX I – Managerial Income Statements  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
      

INCOME STATEMENTS (R$ Million)   3Q20 2Q20 1Q20 4Q19 3Q19 9M20 9M19 

         

Income from financial intermediation   1,198   1,182   1,125   1,105   1,062      3,505  3,023  

Credit and leasing operations    1,101   1,107   1,073   1,056   1,004      3,281      2,830  

Marketable securities transactions         70        52        29        37        48         152  163  

Income from services rendered         27        23        22        13        11           72  30  

    Expenses on financial intermediation 
  

   (249)    (175)    (260)    (267)    (297)  (684)  (921) 

 Funds obtained in the market       (181)    (287)    (201)    (251)    (391)       (669)  (1,012) 

 Result with derivative financial instruments 
  

     (63)     117       (52)        (6)     107             1  123  

 Loans and onlendings         (4)        (5)        (7)      (10)      (13)         (16)  (31) 

Gross profit from financial intermediation before cost of credit       950   1,007      864      839      766      2,821  2,102  

 Provision for impairment of credits       (239)    (221)    (171)    (180)    (166)       (631)     (457) 

 Credit operations recovered        31        26        22        43        37           80  109  

 Agents’ commissions     (173)    (174)    (157)    (163)    (149)       (504)  (402) 

Gross profit from financial intermediation      568      638      559      538      487      1,765  1,353  

Other operating income (expenses)     (434)    (428)    (426)    (429)    (353)  (1,288)  (947) 

 Personnel expenses        (65)      (64)      (62)      (52)      (46)       (191)  (137) 

 Other administrative expenses       (198)    (196)    (190)    (196)    (169)       (585)  (456) 

 Tax expenses       (33)      (36)      (35)      (34)      (31)       (105)  (81) 

 Equity in the results of subsidiary and associated companies        (12)        (4)      (12)      (14)        (8)         (28)  (19) 

Other operating income / expenses     (126)    (127)    (127)    (133)      (99)       (379)  (253) 

Operating profit       134      210      133      109      134         477  406  

Non-operating results          0          1         (0)        (1)         0             1  0  

Profit before taxes and profit sharing       134      210      133      108      134         478  406  

Income tax and social contribution        (36)      (84)      (26)         3       (41)       (146)  (118) 

Statutory and non-controlling participations         (11)      (26)      (10)      (37)        (5)         (47)  (18) 

Net Income        87      101        97        74        88         285  270  
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Managerial Income Statement 

In order to enhance transparency and facilitate the analysis of financial performance, all analyzes and 

indicators presented throughout the release are calculated based on the Managerial Income Statement.  

The table below shows the reconciliation between the accounting and managerial income statement: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Managerial Income Statement historic is available in the file “Spreadsheets” on the Investor Relations website (www.bancobmg.com.br/ir). 

Goodwill - In August 2011, Banco Bmg acquired financial institutions, recording a goodwill of R$ 1,450 million 

based on the expectation of future profitability. Goodwill is linear amortized monthly in the amount of R$ 12 

million, therefore, 93.3% has already been amortized, leaving a balance of R$ 132 million to be amortized by 

July 2021. Since all the effects of goodwill already are fully deducted from reference equity for the calculation 

of the Basel Ratio, Bmg chose to demonstrate its results excluding the effect of the goodwill amortization. 

Exchange Variation and Overhedge - The Bank has credit operations that are subject to exchange 

variations, partially offset by foreign currency funding. The variations are reclassified managerially to the funds 

obtained in the market line. In addition, Bmg carried out an overhedge operation to protect the exchange rate 

from Bmg Cayman's Shareholders' Equity. 

3Q20 
Accounting Goodwill 

Exchange 

Var. and 
Overhedge 

Managerial 

Reclassifications 

Sale 

CMG 
Stake 

Managerial 
(R$ Million) 

Income from financial intermediation 1,032    (33)            200            1,198  

 Credit operations 961    (33)             173             1,101  

 Marketable securities transactions 70                        70  

 Income from services rendered                     27                  27  

Expenses on financial intermediation (275)   40            (14)   (249) 

 Funds obtained in the market  (208)   40              (14)   (181)  

 Derivative financial instruments  (63)         (63) 

 Loans and onlendings  (4)         (4) 

Net income from financial intermediation before the cost 

of credit 
756   7            186               950  

 Provision for impairment of credits  (239)         (239)  

 Credit operations recovered 31                        31  

 Agents’ commissions -                   (173)   (173)  

Net income from financial intermediation 548   7              13               568  

Other operating income (expenses)  (428) 36  (1)            (13)  (29) (434) 

 Income from services rendered 13                  (13)                 -    

 Personnel expenses  (65)         (65) 

 Other administrative expenses  (235)               36        (198)  

 Tax expenses  (33)    (1)     (33)  

 Equity in the earnings (loss) of subsidiaries 17         (29) (12) 

 Other net operating income  (126)         (126) 

Operating result 120               36                 7                -     (29)            134  

 Non-operating income (expenses) 0          0  

Profit before taxation and profit sharing 121               36                 7                -     (29)            134  

 Income tax and social contribution  (13)             (16)  (7)     (36) 

 Statutory profit sharing  (11)         (11) 

Net Income 97               20                -                  -     (29)              87  

 

http://www.bancobmg.com.br/ir
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Managerial reclassifications - Reclassification between lines of agents’ commissions expense and income 

from services rendered to reconcile with the structure of the financial margin. Also, the result of assignments 

without substantial retention of risks and benefits of INSS payroll loan was reallocated to income from services 

rendered line (see more information in "Payroll Loan”). 

Sale of stake in CMG Corretora - According to the Material Fact released on August 6, 2020, Wiz acquired 

40% of CMG Corretora's share capital, generating a revenue of R$ 44.8 million in 3Q20 (R$ 29 million net of 

taxes) referring to the Fixed Payment Amount. Such revenue was not considered in the recurring result for 

the period. 
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ANNEX II – Balance Sheet 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

ASSETS (R$ Million) 
  

3Q20 2Q20 1Q20 4Q19 3Q19 
 

       

Cash and balances at banks          183         281         177         893         908  

Financial Instruments     18,293    15,758    13,688    12,731    12,272  

Investments in interbank deposits            47           40           23           46           50  

Marketable securities and derivatives       6,345      4,296      2,974      2,261      2,338  

Credit operations     12,618    12,079    11,302    11,006    10,419  

Provision for impairment of credits        (716)       (657)       (611)       (582)       (535) 

 Interfinancial relations         149           58           38           86           38  

Other credits      4,663      4,631      4,587      4,433      3,985  

Other assets         215         193         185         167         230  

Permanent assets      1,619      1,608      1,637         601         613  

Investments      1,255      1,223      1,229         239         226  

Property and equipment         103         113         116         109         104  

Intangible         262         272         292         253         283  

Total Assets    25,123    22,528    20,312    18,911    18,045  

          

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY (R$ Million) 
  

3Q20 2Q20 1Q20 4Q19 3Q19 

         

Deposits and other financial instruments     18,241    15,234    13,279    11,842    11,536  

Deposits    12,786    11,874    10,994    10,272    10,153  

Funds obtained in the open market       1,711         329         110              -           25  

Funds from acceptance and issue of securities       2,869      1,951      1,127         727         718  

Borrowings and onlendings          789         791         776         712         538  

Derivative financial instruments            86         289         273         131         102  

Interfinancial relations          158         144         140         154         135  

Provisions         839         824         768         768         573  

Deferred tax liabilities         122         118         132           34           56  

Other liabilities      1,702      2,172      2,024      2,085      3,012  

Non-controlling interests             0             0             0             0             0  

Equity      4,062      4,036      3,968      4,028      2,733  

Total Liabilities and Equity    25,123    22,528    20,312    18,911    18,045  

  
 


